OLD HEMLOCK SETTER CONTRACT

Roger C. Brown, Jeff Kauffman, and _________________________________(Transferee(s))

this ____day of ___________________, __________, hereby agree as follows:

WHEREAS, George and Kay Evans have devoted substantial time, effort, and expense to the establishment of their Old Hemlock setter bloodline and wish this line to continue with the guidance of Roger C. Brown and Jeff Kauffman and;

WHEREAS, the Transferee(s) named above recognizes the Evanses’ contribution to the establishment of the reputation of the Old Hemlock setter bloodline and their right to determine who controls the future breeding of Old Hemlock setters and;

WHEREAS, the Transferee(s) has requested an Old Hemlock setter from the litter dated ____day of __________, ____________, by ______________________________. 

The parties hereto agree:

1. Transferee(s) shall not breed the setter that he receives pursuant to this agreement except after receiving written permission from Roger Brown or Jeff Kauffman;

2. The breeding rights to the transferred setter shall be the sole property of Roger C. Brown and Jeff Kauffman, and as their equity in this setter, if it is a male, Roger and Jeff shall have the right to stud service by him;

3. The transferred setter shall be registered jointly in the names of Roger C. Brown, Jeff Kauffman, and the Transferee(s), thereby conferring the recorded prefix Old Hemlock for this registration, and the signatures of Roger C. Brown or Jeff Kauffman will be required on all papers, including future registrations with American Field or any other registration service, of litters and pups resulting from the breeding of the transferred setter; the transferee(s) shall pay the fee for the registration of the transferred setter;

4. The transferred setter will not be neutered without the written permission of Roger C. Brown or Jeff Kauffman.

The parties to this Contract have read and understood the contents of the agreement and confirm and ratify its terms.

___________________________                                 __________________________
Roger C. Brown                                                                Jeff Kauffman

___________________________                                   _________________________
Transferee                                                                         Transferee